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Abstract. Understanding the meanings of human actions from 3D
skeleton data embedded videos is a new challenge in content-oriented
video analysis. In this paper, we propose to incorporate temporal pat-
terns of joint positions with currently popular Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) based learning to improve both accuracy and robustness.
Regarding 3D actions are formed by sub-actions, we first propose Wavelet
Temporal Pattern (WTP) to extract representations of temporal pat-
terns for each sub-action by wavelet transform. Then, we define a novel
Relation-aware LSTM (R-LSTM) structure to extract features by mod-
eling the long-term spatio-temporal correlation between body parts.
Regarding WTP and R-LSTM features as heterogeneous representations
for human actions, we next fuse WTP and R-LSTM features by an Auto-
Encoder network to define a more effective action descriptor for classi-
fication. The experimental results on a large scale challenging dataset
NTU-RGB+D and several other datasets consisting of UT-Kinect and
Florence 3D actions for 3D human action analysis demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Recently, a large number of videos embedded with 3D skeleton data have
emerged especially with the development of RGB-D camera, i.e. Kinect and Intel
Realsence, making 3D human action recognition a new challenge in content-
oriented video analysis. Based on the obtained 3D skeleton data, many exist-
ing action recognition methods use hand-crafted features such as HOG [3] and
Cuboids [10]. Recently, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [8,12] have achieved
promising performance in 3D action recognition with the variant structure of
neural nets to handle sequential data of body joints. However, utilizing a RGB-
D camera for action recognition may still suffer from the robust problem due to
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed method.

the fact that recognized skeletons are not always accurate especially considering
illumination, noise and occlusion variations. In fact, most of the previous meth-
ods require a reliable input stream for action recognition, which is not suitable
to deal the stream in real-life scenario [6].

In this paper, we propose a novel method for robust 3D action recognition
by exploiting temporal patterns and spatio-temporal relations of body joints.
To cope with the noisy input of RGB-D camera, we incorporate additional and
useful information from temporal patterns and spatio-temporal relations of joints
for robust recognition results. The method achieves accurate recognition results
on the most popular dataset for 3D actions, which proves that our idea improves
the robustness of 3D action recognition. There are three major contributions in
this paper:

– Introduction of the WTP feature based on temporal patterns in time-
frequency domain, which is invariant to translations of the human body and
robust to noises or temporal misalignment;

– Introduction of the R-LSTM feature based on joint relations in spatio-
temporal domain, which considers the modeling and retaining of relation
factors;

– A highly-efficient fusing method is further introduced to support the fusion
between hand-crafted features, namely, the proposed WTP feature and R-
LSTM feature.

2 Related Work

There are plenty of works related to understanding human actions in content-
oriented video analysis. In this section, we limit our review to the more recent
RNN-based and LSTM-based approaches. HBRNN [4] applies bidirectional
RNNs in a novel hierarchical fashion. They divided the entire skeleton into five
major groups of joints and each group was fed into a separated bidirectional
RNN. Because of the disadvantage of RNN-based–vanishing gradient problem,
LSTM, a special kind of RNN by using a gating mechanism over an internal
memory cell to learn long-term and short term dependencies in sequential input
data, has been used in human action recognition. Veeriah et al. [13] proposed a
differential gating scheme for the LSTM neural network, which emphasizes on the
change in information gain caused by the salient motions between the successive
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frames. ST-LSTM [2] proposed a tree structure to represent topology of human
body and added a trust gate to improve the accuracy. These LSTM-based meth-
ods just use one stream to deal with input data. [15] proposed a novel two-stream
RNN architecture to model both temporal dynamics and spatial configurations
for skeleton based action recognition.

All the methods mentioned above have the same characteristics that they
handle the input data directly using LSTM architecture. Shahroudy et al. [12]
separated the memory cell to part-based sub-cells and pushed the network
towards learning the long-term context representations individually for each
part. However, they reduce the relationship between each part of human bodies.
In this paper, inspired by [13], we take the difference between the current frame
and the previous one as the input value to reduce impact of body parts. We
also add the relationship calculation between each part in LSTM and combine
traditional handcraft WTP features with automatic learned LSTM features to
improve the accuracy.

3 The Proposed Method

In this section, we propose a novel method to explore temporal patterns and
spatio-temporal relations of body joints for robust and accurate action recogni-
tion. Figure 1 gives the overview of the proposed method, which consists of the
following steps: (a) inputting the stream of body joints from a real scene, (b) the
construction of WTP feature to represent the patterns of each sub-action, (c)
the construction of R-LSTM feature to represent the spatio-temporal relations
of body joints, (d) the fusion of WTP and R-LSTM features by Auto-Encoder
(AE) network to define a more discriminative representation of an action, and
(e) recognizing actions with various kinds of labels. For each human, we uti-
lize Kinect v2.0 to capture body actions. Note that a Kinect v2.0 device tracks
25 body joints, where each joint i has 3D coordinates jt

i = [xt
i, y

t
i , z

t
i ] at time

t. These coordinates are normalized so that actions are invariant to the initial
body orientation or body size. To ensure the size of proposed features to be
the same, we utilize bag of key poses [1] to sample the same number of key
frames for each video. By this way, we achieve a set of positions of body joints
J = {jt

i |t = 1...nk, i = 1...25} for one action, where nk is defined as the number
of key frames.

3.1 Construction of WTP Feature

This section gives a detailed description of our proposed WTP feature, which
represents the actions by temporal patterns. It is true that human actions have
specific temporal structures [16]. In other words, one action may contain several
consecutive sub-actions. For example, the “drink water” action may consist of
two sub-actions, namely, “raise the cup” and then “drink”. By modeling the
temporal relationship of sub-actions, we can distinguish between similar actions.
Based on this idea, we propose the WTP feature to adaptively divide each action
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into combinations of sub-actions by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [5] based
hierarchy clustering at first, and then utilize 2D-wavelet transform to extract
patterns of sub-actions in the time-frequency domain, which is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The construction of WTP feature consists of two parts: DTW-based hierarchy
clustering and 2D-wavelet transform.

Different from [16] which adopts pyramids to mechanically divide each action
into sub-actions, we suppose that actions can be represented as short-time
sequences formed by key frames. In other words, we adopt key frames as the
basic components of action. Furthermore, we suppose sub-actions as clusters of
key frames which are near in distance. This is true for many types of actions, such
as the “drink water” and “pick up”, where the latter one can be represented as
“bend the body” and “pick”. Even though the constructed sub-actions share less
sematic meanings, we still argue the components near in distance can be regarded
as functional parts to represent the inherent meanings of actions. Therefore, we
should model temporal relationship of action with sub-actions. Based on such
hypothesis, we do hierarchy clustering to iteratively aggregate the components,
i.e. key frames, to form sub-actions. Since the actions are a temporal trajectories
of body joints, we use DTW to calculate the distance between two components.
Any two nearby components which own the lowest distance will be emerged so
that we can construct a cluster tree from bottom to top. We adaptively decide
the number of clusters ns (the number of sub-actions) by maximizing silhouette
value and a preset upper-bound of ns. We thus get a set of disjoint sub-actions
S = {sj |j = 1...ns ∧ sj ∈ J}.

Regarding sub-action as a signal where joint positions vary with time, wavelet
transform helps transform sub-action into time-frequency domain with different
scales. We thus apply 2D-Wavelet transform, represented as ϕ(), to extract low-
frequency pattern of sub-actions with scales varying from 1 to nl, where nl

represents the total level number. In other words, we will abandon high-frequency
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coefficients part for levels from 1 to nl during transform. We adopt the low-
frequency parts as temporal patterns for sub-actions due to the fact that the
low-frequency part is often the fundamental part for the temporal sequence.
After extracting, we concatenate the transformed patterns in all scales to form
WTP feature:

Fw = [ϕ1(sj), ..., ϕnl
(sj)|j = 1...ns] (1)

Note that each level of wavelet transform adopts the strategy of half down-
sampling on results computed by last level. In other words, the size of levels
decrease in half for all sub-actions. Since the action is set to the determined size
nk, the size of Fw will be determined as (nk + 1/2 · nk + ... + (1/2)nl · nk).

3.2 Construction of R-LSTM Feature

In this subsection, we aim to learn the R-LSTM features for action recognition
by our proposed LSTM-based model. LSTM networks have shown tremendous
potential in action recognition tasks, which inspires us to learn the highly non-
linear feature representation from LSTM to discriminate among various types of
actions. In other words, we aim to extract features from the proposed R-LSTM,
which is trained as a multi-label classifier assigning labels to the input stream
of body joints.

Recall that a typical LSTM unit consists of an input gate i, a forget gate f ,
an input modulation gate g, an output gate o, an output state h and an internal
memory cell state c. By utilizing the gating mechanism, the unit can learn and
memorize a complex representation for long-term dependencies at memory cell
c among the input sequence data. More detailed, the representation in c is con-
structed as a combination of former memory information after forgetting and
new information generated from input, i.e. ct = f t

⊙
ct−1 + it

⊙
gt at time t,

where
⊙

denotes element-wise multiplication. Instead of keeping the long-term
memory of the entire body’s motion in the cell, Shahroudy et al. [12] proposed
a part-aware LSTM model, which keeps the context of each body part inde-
pendently. In this way, the output gate will be determined by memory of body
parts instead. The idea of keeping memory on body parts is intuitive due to the
fact that body joints move together in groups, i.e. the form of body parts. The
modeling of interaction between body parts thus helps improve the recognition
rate of actions.

We then propose R-LSTM to model the difference relationship between dif-
ferent body parts. But, not all of the body parts are all useful for a certain
human action due to the fact that some body part points changes less than
others. Inspired by this situation, we add the difference values between front
and rear frame as additional input data to reduce the impact of silent body
part. In summary, we further model the information of spatio-temporal relation
between body parts with the difference values of positions of body parts. It’s
true that human’s actions are consistent in magnitude and frequency. In other
words, there will be a trend in the varying position values. By formulating trends
of actions by descriptors of difference values of positions and keeping them in
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Fig. 3. The structure of R-LSTM unit,
where R and N denote the relation-
aware part and typical LSTM part,
respectively.

Fig. 4. The structure of our relation-
aware part R in R-LSTM unit.

memory cell, the output of R-LSTM unit will be more convinced and robust,
since the memorized treads can act as inherent patterns of spatio-temporal val-
ues of positions to improve the accuracy of recognition. We show the structure
of our proposed R-LSTM in Fig. 3. Note that we split the structure of R-LSTM
to relation-aware part R and typical LSTM part N , where R is built to describe
the spatial relation between body parts. We separate human body joints into
five parts P = {pk|k = 1...K}, i.e. a torso, two hands and two legs, where K
is defined as the number of body parts and pk consists of body joints ji which
belongs to part k. The formulations for R-LSTM thus can be written as follows:

⎛
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k
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⎞
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ct
k = (αrf

k + (1 − α)nf
k) � ct−1

k + α(ri
k � rg

k) + (1 − α)(ni
k � ng

k) (3)

o = Sigm(Wo · (pt
1, · · · , pt

K , rt
1, · · · , rt

K , ht−1)T ) (4)

ht = o � Tanh(ct
1, · · · , ct

K)T (5)

where T refers to transpose operation for matrix, Wn
k and Wo represent the

learned weight matrices, and α is a preset weight for relation-aware part R.
Essentially, Eq. 2 represents that in the typical LSTM part N , input gate ni

k,
forget gate nf

k and input modulation gate ng
k corresponding to the kth body part

are determined by the positions pt
k, the difference of positions pt

k −pt−1
k between

time t and t − 1 and former output state ht−1
k . Equation 3 describes the keeping

information of the internal memory cell ct
k is a combination of former memory

after forgetting, information generated from the spatial relation of body parts
and information generated from input. Meanwhile, Eq. 4 computes the output
based on positions pt

k, difference of positions of body parts rt
k and former output

state ht−1, which is determined by output o and internal memory cell state ck

in Eq. 5.
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We then describe the structure of our relation-aware part R in Fig. 4, which
can be formulated as follows:

rt
k =

K⋃

i=1

tanh(W i
kpt

k − pt
i), where i �= k (6)

⎛

⎝
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k
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k
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k

⎞
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⎝
Sigm
Sigm
Tanh

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝W r
k ·

⎛

⎝
rt
k

rt
k − rt−1

k

ht−1
k

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠ (7)

where
⋃

represents the concatenate operation and W r
k is a learned weight matrix.

We notice that Eq. 6 utilizes the weighted difference between the kth body part
and other body parts to form the spatio-temporal relation descriptor rt

k. Mean-
while, rt

k is adopted to construct the input gate ri
k, forget gate rf

k and input
modulation gate rg

k of relation-aware part in Eq. 7. The constructed ri
k, rf

k and
rg
k will affect the internal memory of R-LSTM as illuminated in Eq. 3. After con-

structing R-LSTM network, we extract the features of softmax as our proposed
R-LSTM feature Fl, which represents the spatio-temporal relation of body parts.

3.3 Fusion of Heterogeneous Features

In this subsection, we propose to fuse them to define a more discriminative
feature for recognition of human actions by regarding constructed WTP and R-
LSTM features as heterogeneous features. We fuse such heterogeneous features
due to the fact that object usually have heterogeneous representations. By fusing
different representations of objects, we learn their correlations at a “mid-level”
[9] to help improve the robustness and correctness of recognition.

Fig. 5. The fusion model is constructed by Auto-Encoder Network. Before fusing, we
adopt logistic regression to assign pre-fused weights for WTP feature.

Inspired by work [18] which fuses multimodal data, i.e. RGB and depth,
to learn a shared representation for gesture segmentation and recognition, we
generate two different kinds of features from raw skeleton data, i.e. WTP feature
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Fw and R-LSTM feature Fl, to fuse the final feature. Different from [18] which
uses a 3DCNN and a stacked RBMs/DBN to represent features before fusion, we
adopt R-LSTM and WTP instead, and the structure of which is shown in Fig. 5.
To speed up fusion, we argue that the “pre-fused” weights are directly used as
initializations for AE network due to the consistence of the output in former
steps and fusing step, i.e. assigning labels to human actions. Afterwards, the
joint training adjusts the parameters to handle the heterogeneity and produces
a more reliable estimate from the heterogeneous data. Therefore, we directly
initialize the weights ωl(the weights of R-LSTM) of the layers from the previously
trained R-LSTM feature Fl. For hand-crafted WTP feature Fw, we use a logistic
regression (LR) model to assign pre-fused weights ωw(the weights of WTP) and
reduce dimensions. Note that the LR model is trained to assign human action
category labels with a small dataset D. In fact, the idea of adopting LR for
classification help transform the weighting process to be one fully-connected
layer, which is similar to the spirit of full-connected layer of LSTM. We thus fuse
the weights and features of WTP and R-LSTM in a more reasonable manner.
Afterwards, we jointly fine-tune the AE network. The whole process of generating
fusion feature Fs thus can be defined as

{F̃w(ei), ωd} = fτ (Fw(ei);D) (8)

Fs(ei) = fμ(ωd, Fl(ei), ωl, F̃w(ei)) (9)

where function fτ () and fμ() represents the LR and AE network and F̃w refers
to the WTP feature after dimensionality reduction. Note that we keep F̃w and Fl

to be same in dimensions for equal representations. The training of AE network
ends when the validation error rate stops decreasing. During experiments, we
find our fusing model can end in less than 10 epochs, which proves the efficiency
of our fusing model by adopting pre-fused weights. After fusing, we apply Fs in
a LR model to get the label of action as L = fτ (Fs(ei)).

4 Experiments

We evaluate our method on three datasets, i.e. NTU RGB+D dataset [12], UT-
Kinect dataset [19] and Florence 3D actions datset [11]. The proposed method
is implemented with Keras architecture and runs on a Laptop (2.6 GHz 4-core
CPU, 16 GB RAM, Nvidia GTX 960M and Windows 64-bit OS) for all the
experiments. In order to retain more information on each body part, we repeat
shoulder joints and hip joints. So each action has more than 8 joints. Our R-
LSTM model includes two parts: R-LSTM layer and softmax layer. In R-LSTM
layer, the parameter α is assigned 0.3 and the optimizer is RMSprop and the
learning rate is 0.01. We choose the optimum of α by experiments. In detail, we
randomly choose 500 action sequences from our datasets, i.e., NTU, Florence
3D and UTK, to determine the optimal value. We plot a graph for recognition
rate verses different values. According to the experiments, the value for α is
finally selected as 0.3. We follow the guidance of dataset to perform experiments
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Table 1. Experimental results on NTU
RGB+D dataset

Method Cross subject Cross view

Proposed 73.8% 80.9%

WTP 70.1% 77.5%

R-LSTM 69.6% 70.5%

Du et al. [4] 59.1% 64.0%

Liu et al. [8] 69.2% 77.7%

Shahroudy et al. [12] 62.9% 70.3%

Hu et al. [7] 60.2% 65.2%

Table 2. Experimental
results on UT-Kinect
dataset

Method Accuracy

Proposed 93.0%

WTP 89.3%

R-LSTM 90.4%

Zhu et al. [20] 87.9%

Liu et al. [8] 97.0%

Xia et al. [19] 90.9

and evaluations with our method. For NTU RGB+D dataset, we adopt cross
subject, i.e. half subjects for training and the other half for testing, and cross-
view, i.e. two viewpoints for training and the other one is for testing, to be our
evaluation methods. We perform 2-fold cross validation on Florence 3D actions
dataset, while we follow the leave-one-out-cross-validation protocol illuminated
by UT-Kinect dataset.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 give the detailed statistics of our method and other compet-
ing methods on NTU RGB+D, UT-Kinect and Florence actions, respectively. In
the tables, WTP and R-LSTM represent the detection results by only adopting
proposed WTP and R-LSTM features for classification. According to the fuse
results from three datasets, we conclude that fusion helps improve recognition
accuracy greatly. We calculate that fusion increases the average accuracy from
79.6% by WTP and 79.7% by R-LSTM to 84.8% by the proposed method. This
is intuitive since robustness for detection is highly increased by adopting both
temporal patterns and spatio-temporal relation features, other than using only
one kind of feature. Moreover, the increase in accuracy proves the correctness
and effectiveness of our fusion architecture.

We find that WTP and R-LSTM achieve inconsistent performance dealing
with different datasets. For example, WTP achieves 77.5% on cross-view accu-
racy of NTU RGB+D dataset, which is much higher than 70.5% achieved by
R-LSTM. Meanwhile, LSTM gets 88.3% on Florence 3D actions Dataset, which
is much higher than 81.5% achieved by WTP. We conclude that this is due to the
different action categories contained in each dataset. More detailed, the action
categories in Florence 3D actions dataset are likely in shape of joints trajectories,
such as “drink”, “answer phone” and “check time”. WTP can not deal with the
slight changes in actions since the main focus of WTP is to distinguish temporal
pattern in a global manner, while R-LSTM keeps information of spatial relations
between each frame which helps distinguish slight variances. On the contrary,
keeping information between frames makes it easy to confuse between locally
plausible actions, which results in a lower accuracy by R-LSTM compared with
WTP.
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Table 3. Experimental results on Florence actions dataset

Method Accuracy

Proposed 91.3

WTP 81.5

R-LSTM 88.3

Vemulapalli et al. [14] 90.9

Anirudh et al. [2] 89.7

Wang et al. [17] 91.6

Fig. 6. Action recognition examples of the proposed method on NTU RGB+D, UT-
Kinect, Florence 3D actions and our captured action sequences. Note that action recog-
nition results are given under double quotes.

Jointly learning WTP and R-LSTM leads to the consistent and high accu-
racy performance achieved on the three datasets, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness and generality of the proposed method. More detailed, Our method
achieves the highest 73.8% and 80.9% on the challenging NTU RGB+D dataset,
the second highest 93.0% on UT-Kinect dataset and the almost equally high-
est 91.3% on Florence 3D actions dataset. By incorporating temporal pattern
and spatio-temporal relation, our method even outperforms several full LSTM
method in accuracy. For example, the accuracy on NTU RGB+D dataset by
proposed method is average 77.4% compared with average 73.5% achieved by
Liu et al. [8]. This proves the effectiveness of incorporating temporal pattern
to improve recognition accuracy in a global manner. However, we find the pro-
posed method is low in accuracy for Florence 3D actions dataset and UT-Kinect
dataset, LSTM needs quantity of training examples. However, these two datasets
are small ones with only 200 and 215 action sequences compared to NTU RGB-D
which consists of 56000 action sequences. Besides the quantitative experimental
results, several detection examples on three datasets are shown in Fig. 6, where
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the first and second row show the results of three datasets and our captured
action sequences, respectively.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a robust 3D action recognition method by jointly
learning the temporal patterns and spatio-temporal relations of body joints. We
first propose WTP to model temporal patterns in time-frequency domain, which
adaptively divides action into sub-actions and extracts convinced representa-
tions in temporal patterns for sub-actions. The proposed R-LSTM is then pro-
posed to model the strong dependency between body parts in spatio-temporal
domain. Regarding WTP and R-LSTM features as heterogeneous representa-
tions for actions, we finally fuse both features to define a robust and discrimina-
tive descriptor for action recognition. We believe that our proposed method can
be utilized in many vision-based applications, such as ill health and computer-
human interaction.
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